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Havit G180BT Wireless Controller (White)
In the gaming world, where technology and aesthetics go hand in hand, the Havit G180BT Wireless Controller stands out as the perfect
companion  for  every  gamer.  Combining  modern  design  with  advanced  features,  this  controller  provides  unparalleled  comfort  and
performance.  Its  white,  transparent  casing  with  colorful  RGB lighting  adds  a  unique  character  to  the  device,  setting  it  apart  from the
competition. This is further enhanced by its ergonomic shape and custom button settings, making it the ideal tool for gamers looking to
immerse themselves in their favorite digital worlds.
 
Modern Design with RGB Lighting
The  Havit  G180BT  Controller  combines  aesthetics  and  modernity.  The  transparent  casing  highlights  its  futuristic  character,  and  the
colorful RGB lighting (with an option to turn it off) adds individual style. This design not only looks attractive but also allows for device
customization, reflecting the player's personality and preferences.
 
Advanced Bluetooth 5.0 Technology
The use of the latest Bluetooth 5.0 version in the G180BT controller ensures a stable and fast connection up to 10 meters away. This
feature provides uninterrupted gameplay without delays, which is crucial in dynamic and demanding games.
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High-Sensitivity Joysticks and Ergonomic Design
The  controller's  joysticks  are  characterized  by  high  sensitivity,  resulting  in  precise  control  in  games.  The  ergonomic  design  ensures
comfort even during long gaming sessions, minimizing hand fatigue and providing easy access to all buttons.
 
Custom Button Settings and TURBO Function
The controller offers custom button settings, allowing gamers to personalize their layout. The TURBO function, with three repeat speeds
(5, 12, 20 per second), enables fast and efficient gameplay tailored to the user's needs.
 
Universal Compatibility and Efficient Battery
The Havit G180BT is compatible with various devices, including consoles, televisions, computers, and smartphones, making it a versatile
tool  for  every  gamer.  The  800mAh  battery  provides  5-10  hours  of  work,  and  quick  charging  (2-2.5  hours)  allows  you  to  get  back  to
gaming quickly.
 
 
Brand Havit  Model  G180BT Color  White Bluetooth Version 5.0 Working Distance 10m Weight  298gDimensions 152 x 115 x 58 Battery
800mAh/3.7V Working Time 5-10hCharging Time 2-2.5h Operating Voltage5V 

Preço:

Antes: € 21.5004

Agora: € 18.50

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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